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Christian Apologetics 

Session Two: The New Testament Texts  

 
 

The New Testament Texts  

 The Dating of the New Testament: When were they written? 

Most scholars agree that Jesus was crucified in 30 AD. Below are some early and 

late dates for the New Testament books. Even if one holds to a later dating, the 

books were written during a time when there was persecution occurring and when 

people who were eye-witnesses were still alive. This counters the argument that 

these documents were written or altered by later Christians to push their own 

agenda. There would have been people who would have objected to such 

inaccuracies. One other question: Why didn’t the writers write their Gospels right 

away after Jesus’ resurrection? First, there still was an oral tradition. Second, they 

thought Jesus would return right away.  

 

  

Book Early Late Notes 

Galatians 48  53 After 1
st

 Journey (47-48) before the end of the 3
rd

 (52-55) 

1 Thessalonians 50 51 After visit in 50 AD 

1 Corinthians 52 55 During 3
rd

 Missionary Journey (52-55) 

Romans 55 57 End of 3
rd

 Missionary Journey (52-55) 

Prison Epistles  60-62 63-65 During his imprisonment in Rome  

Mark 50’s 68 Peter’s scribe (Papias) perhaps after Peter’s death (late) 

but Luke seems to quote Mark thus an early date for 

Mark (and Matthew).  

Luke 50’s 80’s Acts (written before Luke) does not mention Paul’s (64-

68), Peter’s (65-68), or James’ death (62) and end the 

“biography” of Paul with him in Rome (58-60) but 

Irenaeus implies that it was written later. Paul may have 

quoted Luke in 1 Cor. & 1 Tm.  

Acts 60-62 80’s Luke’s 2
nd

 letter to Theophilus (Luke is the 1
st

). See above. 

Matthew 50’s 80’s Doesn’t mention fall of Jerusalem (70 AD) despite Jesus’ 

prediction (Mt. 24). Thus it seems to be before 70 AD 

unless one has an a priori conviction against prophecy, 

thus a later date. See note on Mark.  

John 75 90’s Strong evidence that John had a ministry, as he said, in 

Ephesus during this time.  

 

  

“In my opinion, every book of the New Testament was written by a baptized Jew between the 

forties and eighties of the first century AD (very probably between AD 50-75).” 

Dr. Wm. F. Albright, Professor of Semitic Languages at Johns Hopkins University 
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“We can already say emphatically that there is no longer any solid basis for dating any book of the 

New Testament after about AD 80.”  

Nelson Glueck, Biblical Archaeologist  

 

The Bibliographical Test: Did the text get to us in an authentic and accurate form? 

  The time gap between the “autographs” and earliest copies is about 250 years. This  

is by far the best of ancient texts (e.g. Caesar’s Gallic Wars’ gap is about 

1000 years). 

  There are over 24,000 manuscript copies of portions of the New Testament. This  

is by far the best of ancient texts (e.g. Caesar’s Gallic Wars boasts ten  

copies). The more copies (even with mistakes) allows for a more accurate 

picture of what was originally written. 

  This does not include translations and quotes from the church fathers. 

  This amount of evidence far surpasses the threshold used by legal systems  

concerning the authenticity of older documents and “non-hearsay material”.  

  Therefore the New Testament texts pass the bibliography test.  

 

 Book Written Earliest Copy Time Span  Copies  

Caesar’s  

Gallic Wars 

58-50 BC 900 AD 950 Years 10  

Thucydides’ 

Histories  

480-425 BC 900 AD 1300 Years 8 

Catallus’ 

Poetics  

84-54 BC 1400 AD 1500 Years 3 

Plato’s 

Tertalogies  

427-347 BC 900 AD 1300 Years 7 

Tacitus’ 

Annals 

100 AD 1100 AD 1000 Years 10 

Pliny the Younger’s 

Letters 

61-113 AD 850 AD 800 Years 7 

Seutonius’ 

Life of Caesar 

75-160 AD 950 AD 800 Years 8 

Homer’s 

Illiad 

850 BC 400 BC 450 Years 643 

Matthew, Mark, Luke, 

& John  

60-90 AD 200- 325 AD 140-265 Years  Around 

5,600 
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“The first three Gospels were written at a time when many were alive who could remember the 

things that Jesus said and did, and some at least would still be alive when the fourth Gospel was 

written… There is no body of ancient literature in the world which enjoys such a wealth of good 

textual attestation as the New Testament.” 

 

FF Bruce Rylands Professor of Biblical Criticism and Exegesis, University of Manchester 

 

The Internal Test: Did the documents themselves claim to be what we think they are? 

The New Testament writers (especially compared to other religious leaders)  

welcomed criticism (Ac 26, 2 Pt 1, & 1 Co 15). They claimed to be 

eyewitnesses (or talked to eyewitnesses) to the events of Jesus’ life (Lk1:1-4, 

Jn 21:24, 1 Co 15:3, 2 Pt 1:16). They also claimed inspiration (1 Th 2:13, 2 

Pt 1:21, 1 Co 2:13-14, 2 Tm 3:16.  

  St. Paul even offers a path way to disproving Christianity. 

Coherence: The NT corresponds with reality.   

  Means: The NT writers had the means to record these events. 

  Motive: There is no evidence of nefarious motives behind the recording of the NT.  

  Opportunity: The NT writers had access to the events or eyewitnesses to the event.   

  Therefore the New Testament texts pass the internal test. 

 

 The External Test: Are there extra-biblical sources which confirm or deny these claims?  

  Tacitus (b. 56 AD), first rate historian  

   Founder of Christianity was Jesus 

   Jesus was executed under Tiberius (14-47 AD) and Pilate (26-36 AD) 

   The religions started in Judea and spread rapidly  

  Pliny the Younger (b. 61/62 AD), Governor of Bithynia & Pontus (109-111 AD) 

   Writes to Trajan complaining about the Christians 

Christians are regularly put on trial and often executed if they do not  

“repent” (they are given ample chances to deny Christ) 

   Early morning worship 

   Implications that Christ is worshipped as God 

   Mentions deaconesses from the slave class 

   Complains that the temples are empty which is affecting the local economy  

  Josephus (b. 37/38 AD), Jewish military commander turned historian 

   Mentions John the Baptist  

   Recounts the stoning of James, “brother of Jesus,” in 61/62 AD 
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Chain of Custody: Can we trace the message/texts from the autographs to the first 

extant copy of the complete New Testament (Codex Sinaiticus, c. 330-360 AD). 

This codex is the oldest (almost) complete Greek bible found at St. Catherine’s 

Monastery on the Sinai Peninsula. It includes a complete NT, large sections of OT 

and apocryphal books 

 

JOHN 6-100 AD 

   Ignatius 35-117 AD (disciple of John, mentions many apostles, confesses  

orthodox Jesus) 

   Polycarp 69-155 AD (converted by eyewitness accounts, knew John,  

quotes or alludes to 14-16 NT books, confesses orthodox Jesus) 

   Irenaeus 120-202 AD (taught by Polycarp, identified 24 NT books) 

   Hippolytus 170-236 AD (taught by Irenaeus, identified 24 NT books) 

 

PETER 1 BC-67 AD 

   Mark d. 68 AD (most likely the pen for Peter – so says Papias C. 130 AD, 

 cf. 1 Peter 5:13) 

Alexandrian School (Anianus d. 82 AD, Avilius d. 95 AD, Kedron d. 106  

AD, Primus d. 118 AD, & Justus d. 135 AD 

    Pantaenus d. 200 AD (took over Alexandria school from Justus) 

   Clement of Alexandria 150-215 AD (taught by Pantaenus, quoted or  

alluded to 22 NT books) 

Origen 185-254 AD (student in Alexandrian School, quoted all NT books  

with hesitation about some) 

   Pamphilus of Caesarea d. 309 AD (apologist of Origen, accepted NT) 

   Eusebius 263-339 AD (student of Pamphilus, church historian, affirmed 26  

NT books with hesitation about some) 

  

PAUL 5-67 AD 

   Linus 10-76 AD (Irenaeus calls him co-worker of Paul, cf. 2 Pt 4:21) 

   Clement d. 110 AD (coworker of Paul cf. Ph 4:3, letter to Corinthians  

quote or alludes to 7 NT books, confesses orthodox Christ) 

Bishops of Rome (Evaristus d. 109 AD, Alexander I d. 115 AD, Sixtus I d.  

125 AD, Telesphorus d. 136 AD, Hyginus d. 140 AD, & Pius I 90-

154 AD) 

   Justin Martyr 103-165 AD (Roman Christian during Pius’ ministry, quotes  

or alludes to the 4 Gospels & Revelation) 

   Tatian the Assyrian 120-180 AD (unorthodox student of Justin kicked out  

of Rome, wrote harmony of Gospels, Syrian church records 

identified this harmony with Paul’s letters an Acts as an early 

cannon) 

 

CODEX SINAITICUS c. 330-360 AD  
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Two Gaps:  

The time between the events and the autographs  

    Both oral and written testimony were used but this was an “oral”  

society  

    Can we remember events in the past? 

    They thought Jesus would return quite quickly! (Ac 1:1-11) 

    The Spirit is sent to remind the apostles of everything Jesus said (Jn) 

   The time between the autographs and the first extant manuscripts   

Were there people to corroborate and/or discredit reports about  

Jesus Christ?  

    Our own “collective memory” 

 

Canonicity:  

   The Vetting Process 

    Terms: 

Canon: Reed…Measuring Rod…Rule 

Homologoumena: “Agreed Upon” 

 Gospels, Acts, Pauline Epistles, 1 Pt, & 1 Jn 

     Antilegomena: “Spoken Against”  

Hb, Jms, 2 Pt, 2-3 Jn, Jd, & Rv 

     The last two terms were used by Origen (3
rd

 Cent.) and  

Eusenius (4
th

 Cent.) in an historical manner, that is, 

describing the vetting process. 

 

    Stage One (100-170 AD) 

     Evidence that the 27 books exist 

     Evidence that all types (Gospels, Paulines, Catholic Epistles)  

shape doctrine and practice 

     The orthodox Jesus is confessed 

     Place of authority “It is written…” 

     Read liturgically (in the church service) 

     Heretical preachers used these writings for their own  

interpretations  

 

    Stage Two (170-220 AD) 

     Irenaeus of Lyons 

     Clement of Alexandria 

     Tertullian of Carthage 

      All three (in various locations) have a similar  

“canon”. All 27 NT books are mentioned but not by 

all three. 
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     The Muratorian Fragment 

      7
th

 Cent. Latin translation of a Greek text from 170- 

400 AD 

      Lists 22 Books 

      Evidence of debates (a vetting process) 

 

    Stage Three (220-400 AD) 

Origen of Alexandria (184-252 AD) uses all 27 but mentions  

debate. He also knows which ones are accepted in 

various locations. 

Dionysius of Alexandria (d. 265 AD) disputes Revelation  

but doesn’t questions its authority. 

     Cyprian of Carthage (210-258 AD) cites 20 NT books.  

     Cyril of Jerusalem (313-386 AD) recommends all but Rev.  

     Athanasius of Alexandria (296-373 AD) “reminds” his  

people of the 27 books. 

     The “antilegomena” are gaining acceptance. 

     The canon is not declared but is being recognized. 

 

   Refutation of Forgery Theories   

    All Greco/Roman literature was preserved by Christian scholars in  

the West. It seems that they would, if conspirators, change 

these stories to fit their worldview or not preserve them at 

all. It should also be mentioned that it would be very difficult 

for scribes centuries later to imitate styles of Latin (Silver 

versus Gold).  

Many small, seemingly insignificant, details are used by the Gospel  

writers such as names, places, geographical details, which 

match up with what we know now to be true of the time and 

place. Later forgers would not have had access to these 

details nor would they desire to use a lot of details in their 

forgeries. N.B. This is not the case in the Gnostic Gospels  

 

   Consider that there are four historical accounts of Christ (the same number  

we have for the most famous person of the time, Tiberius) 

 

   The Christian “movement” spread remarkably quickly which would fight  

against conspiracies. 

 

   In order to manufacture a motive for such a conspiracy, one must get to an  

era in which it was actually beneficial to be Christian to have a 

motive of power over against other strains of Christian thought. This 

ignores the historical and manuscript evidence.  
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An a priori against inspired Scripture leads to the assumption of a dishonest  

or manipulative force in a fairly large section of Christianity. And 

also very secretive in order to carry out such a conspiracy.   

   

   Some Other Things to Think about 

    Canon shapes community  

    Not heresy first then orthodoxy (Walter Bauer) 

    Apostolic credentials as important (maybe more) than the concept  

of canon  

    The covenantal nature of Scripture  

    Public reading 

    Internal Claims: 2 Pt 3:16, 1 Tm 5:18 & Lk 10:7  

    External Claims: 1 Clement, The Didache, The Epistle of Barnabas,  

Ignatius, Papias, Polycarp 

 

Considering the above, the New Testament texts pass the external test.  

 
Prophecy 

 About 27% of the entire Bible is prophecy (depending on how you define prophecy).  

 There are over 300 references to the Messiah in the OT fulfilled by Christ.  

 Some could arguably be fulfilled by Jesus’ own doing (riding a donkey to Jerusalem). 

 Others could not have been fulfilled by Jesus own doing (if one thinks that he is a mere  

man) such as being born in Bethlehem. 

 Some scholars reject (a priori) the possibility of fulfilled prophecy thus date OT passages  

years after Christ. Yet Christian and Jewish sources quote these prophets (and we 

have seen that these writings are dated early). Some could say that these 

“fulfillments” are random. However… 

 Let’s say that only eight (of the 300) prophecies are fulfilled in Christ (forget the  

supernatural stuff such as the virgin birth). By the laws of probability the chances of 

one person fulfilling these (8) prophecies randomly is one in 10 to the seventh 

power or 1 in 100 quadrillion.  

 Also consider The Great Scroll of Isaiah (discovered in 1947, Qumran Cave 1). Carbon  

dating places this complete scroll of Isaiah roughly between 350-100 BC. Scribal 

dating places the scroll between 150-100 BC. The point is that it is before Christ.  

 

Biblical Difficulties   

 Scripture itself states that many matters are difficult to understand (2 Pt. 3:16).  

 This does not mean that the Bible is unclear. 

 All so called contradictions have been addressed throughout the years in scholarship. 

 The overwhelming consistency of the Scriptures should give the skeptic pause.  

 Remember that the Holy Spirit used different people with different characteristics.   

 

 


